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ABSTRACT: 
XML is a universal, platform independent language that describes the way, information can be stored, 
transferred and exchanged electronically. Any user on internet can access these XML documents & 
manipulate the information contents. Security is the prime concern in XML documents. Different security 
measures can be employed to ensure the integrity & confidentiality of XML data. Information hiding can 
be applied in XML documents which constitutes towards the field of steganography. Steganography is the 
art and science of hiding information by embedding messages within other messages so that unauthorized 
users can not access the information. 

This paper provides a new horizon for safe communication through XML on Internet. XML 
steganography is a solution which makes it possible to send news and information without being altered 
and without the fear of the messages being intercepted and traced back to sender. Different 
steganographic techniques have been designed which ensures that the integrity and confidentiality of data 
is maintained in XML documents. XML files can be secured by applying these techniques separately or 
by combining them. Applying these techniques collectively provides more security for the files. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Twenty first century is the era of Internet 
technologies. Computer techniques are 
progressing remarkably and the amount of 
electronically transmitted information is 
increasing everyday. Exchange of information, 
over far distances, is now an everyday activity. 
Communication on Internet uses different markup 
languages like HTML and XML beside plain text. 
Extensible Mark-up Language, is the universal, 
platform independent language. This has 
transformed the way information can be stored, 
transferred and exchanged electronically. 

Maintaining security of XML documents on 
internet is a tough task. The XML standard allows 
user to define its own markup language that 
emphasizes specific tasks, such as electronic 
commerce, supply chain integration, data 
management, and publishing. 

XML is the standard for the transmission of 
documents across the Internet in a database-like 
format. Anyone can access these documents and 

manipulate the information content. Different 
safety measures can be employed to ensure 
integrity and confidentiality of XML data. One of 
the measures is hiding information inside the 
XML document. This constitutes to the field of 
steganography. 

Steganography is a field of cryptography 
concerned with hiding information. 
Steganography is the art and science of hiding 
information by embedding messages within other 
seemingly harmless messages. The goal of 
steganography is to hide the presence of a 
message of a message. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2. XML 
 

Extensible Mark-up Language (XML), is the 
universal, platform independent language which 
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has transformed the way information can be 
stored, transferred and exchanged electronically. 
XML is a shortened version of Standard 
Generalized Markup Language (SGML), for the 
exchange of structured documents over the 
Internet. Unlike HTML, XML readily enables the 
definition, transmission, validation, and 
interpretation of data between differing 
computing platforms and applications. XML 
permits people in a specialized field, such as 
chemistry, finance, or environmental data 
collection, to develop XML schema that define 
the markup language for the exchange of 
specialized data unique to their fields [1].  

With the explosive growth of Internet 
Protocol (IP) networks and other types of 
connectivity virtually for every kind of business 
communications, XML is gaining an increasing 
share of the technological spotlight as a powerful 
tool that is facilitating this profound paradigm 
shift.  XML is the universal language for Web 
data, enabling developers the power to deliver to 
the desktop structured data from a wide and ever-
increasing range of applications for local 
computation and presentation. 

XML, has unlimited set of tags may be 
defined. While HTML tags provide direction for 
presentation (e.g. can be used to display a word in 
boldface or italic), XML provides a framework 
for tagging structured data. One can take an XML 
document and, in a well-defined way, incorporate 
new information, without interfering with existing 
content or the users’ ability to parse the document. 

 

2.1 Elements in XML 

Development of XML documents begins with 
the identification and definition of the data 
elements that will be displayed or exchanged. The 
data elements are defined using tags that indicate 
what a data element represents. For example, in 
the simplest explanation, a person’s name might 
contain three tags: 
<Name> 
<First>Fred</First> 
<MiddleInitial>M</MiddleInitial> 
<Last>Smith</Last> 
</Name> 

 
 

2.2 Attributes in XML 

An attribute allows additional information 
about an element’s data to be defined within the 

element definition. Attributes are strings placed in 
the opening element tag. The following example 
shows an XML element describing a time value; 
the element has an attribute to describe the format 
of the data [2] 
 
<time format=”HH:MM”>13:45</time> 

With the introduction of attributes new 
flexibility is introduced to how data is described 
within XML. The key thing about attributes is that 
they should be used for describing data, not 
carrying data.  

 
 

2.3 The Grammar of XML 
 

A Document Type Definition defines the 
grammar of an XML document. It describes the 
markup (elements) available, where they may 
occur, and how they all fit together. It is 
essentially a description of the legal structure of 
an XML document. With XML, DTDs can 
accompany a document. These specifications 
define the rules of the document, such as the 
elements present and the structural relationship 
between elements. An optional component to 
XML, DTDs help validate the data when the 
receiving application does not have a built in 
description of the incoming data. Data sent in 
conjunction with a DTD is known as valid XML.  
 
 
2.4 XML Schema 
 

An XML schema is a single file or collection 
of files that serve as the framework for defining 
the data content, format and structure of an XML 
document. A well written schema is expressed in 
agreed upon vocabularies and allows computers to 
validate the data against the rules written to 
describe the data. It provides a means for defining 
the structure and content of XML documents.  

XML schema is a formal specification of the 
rules of an XML document. It contains the 
element names that indicate which elements are 
allowed in a document and in what combinations. 
Using a schema, an author can define precisely 
which element names are permitted in a document 
and, within each element, which sub elements, 
attributes, and relations are allowed. 

XML schema can be combined and reused, 
so that one schema can reference another. When 
creating schema for new data flows, schema 
developers should look for existing schema that 
may describe a portion of their data flow [3]. 
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2.5 Key Application Areas 
 

XML provides flexible document definition 
and processing capabilities. XML allows user to 
reformat data to be displayed on multiple devices 
and platforms. Since XML separates display 
instructions from content definition, a web site 
designer can alter the look and feel of the site 
simply by applying a different style sheet to the 
same XML document. More importantly, this 
allows using the same content for other systems or 
devices such as PDAs (personal digital assistants) 
and wireless devices that do not use HTML for 
their display processing. 

XML excels in making on-line information 
search and retrieval fast and efficient. This is 
because XML documents also store meta-
information (i.e. information about information). 
By looking at the tags, user can determine nature 
of each data element- whether it is the author’s 
first name, last name, address and so on. Search 
engines can use this feature to efficiently search 
and retrieve documents [4]. 

 
 

2.6 Easy for Passing Messages 
  

One of the hottest application areas of XML 
is messaging. XML enables seamless and efficient 
transfer of data between applications. Since it is 
text-based, it is easily understood over all 
platforms. It can be used as the least common 
denominator for representing information. This 
makes it the perfect medium for exchanging 
information between organizations or within an 
organization in a platform independent way. 

XML promises to dramatically improve the 
way companies exchange and present information 
over the Internet. XML is gaining fast acceptance 
in the development of next generation Business-
to-Business (B2B) e-commerce applications. 
XML can benefit e-commerce by enabling back-
end systems to communicate business transaction 
information. XML is the perfect choice in 
building these systems because data can be 
formatted for exchange between business partners 
on an easy to process neutral platform [2]. 

XML uses a common language to describe 
different devices, despite potential dramatic 
differences. Using this approach, applications can 
use XML to obtain data from different sources – 
faster, easier and less expensively. Such 
development is beginning to happen rapidly [4] 
 

 
3. STEGANOGRAPHY 
 

Internet users frequently need to store, send, 
or receive personal and confidential information. 
Therefore, such data needed to be kept secure 
between or during traversing through the network. 
One of the many methods used to keep data 
secure is known as steganography. Digital 
steganography is the art of inconspicuously hiding 
data within data.  

Steganography, coming from the Greek 
words “stegos”, meaning “roof or covered” and 
“graphia” which means “writing”, is the art and 
science of hiding the fact that communication is 
taking place. Using steganography, a secret 
message can be embedded inside a piece of 
unsuspicious information and can be sent without 
anyone knowing of the existence of the secret 
message [5]. 

Steganography is a means of storing 
information in a way that hides that information’s 
existence. Paired with existing communication 
methods, steganography can be used to carry out 
hidden exchanges. Secrets can be hidden inside all 
sorts of cover source: text, images, audio, video or 
multimedia. Cover source is the carrier of 
message. Most steganographic utilities nowadays, 
hide information inside images, as this is 
relatively easy to implement. However, there are 
tools available to store secrets inside almost any 
type of cover source. It is also possible to hide 
information inside texts, sounds and video films 
[5]. The most important property of a cover 
source is the amount of data that can be stored 
inside it, without changing the noticeable 
properties of the cover. 

 
 

3.1 Hiding a Message inside the Text 
 

As text documents on Internet are interpreted 
by any user, encoded text in neutral sentences is 
doubtfully effective. Hiding information in plain 
text can be done in many different ways. One of 
the ways of hiding information inside text is to 
take the first letter of each word of the previous 
sentence. This gives the hidden message. This 
scheme is possible and not very difficult. This 
first-letter scheme is not very secure, as 
knowledge of the system that is used, 
automatically gives the secret out. It means, if any 
other user knows how to extract data, and then he 
can easily obtain the secret message hidden inside 
the text. This is a drawback that many techniques 
of hiding secrets inside plain text have in common. 
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Many techniques involve the modification of the 
layout of a text, rules like using every n-th 
character or the altering of the amount of white 
space after lines or between words. The last 
technique was successfully used in practice and 
even after a text is printed and copied on paper for 
ten times, the secret message could still be 
retrieved [6]. 

In steganography, the cover-object or cover-
medium is the carrier of the message. This could 
be an image, video, audio, text, or some other 
digital media. The embedded message is the 
message to be hidden in the cover-medium, and 
that message could be text, an image, or audio. A 
stego-key is used to embed the message in the 

cover-medium. A stego-object or stego-medium is 
created once the message is successfully hidden in 
the cover-medium [7]. 

A possible way of storing a secret inside a 
text is using a publicly available cover source, a 
book or a newspaper, and using a code which 
consists of, for example, a combination of a page 
number, a line number and a character number. 
This way, no information stored inside the cover 
source will lead to the hidden message. 
Discovering it relies solely on gaining knowledge 
of the secret key. Figure 1 shows the general 
model of the information hiding. The model 
consists of three processes, embedding, 
transmitting and extracting. 

 
 
 
 

Figure 2. XML Steganographic Model 
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3.2 Information Hiding Methods Using XML 
 
Since networks progressed remarkably, XML 

documents are created as digital contents or used 
for the data exchange between organizations.  

XML documents are used widely for data 
exchange, and expected as a language of Web 
pages and digital contents. To develop the 
methods of information hiding using XML makes 
realize the way to establish secret communication 
channel using XML documents, and the ability to 
trace the source of unauthorized copies. The 
figure 2 below is a generic model of embedding 
and extracting in XML data exchange. It uses an 
XML document as cover text, embedded in 
another XML document using stago-key. At the 
receiver side, this embedded message is extracted 
by the same stago-key. 
 
 
4. SECURITY MEASURES IN XML 
 

With rapid advances in online technologies, 
organizations are migrating from paper based 
resources to digital documents to achieve high 
responsiveness and ease of management. These 
digital documents are the most important asset of 
an organization and are hence the chief target of 
abuse [8]. XML documents are the prime source 
of information exchange on the Internet. XML is 
expected to facilitate Internet based Business-to-
Business (B2B) messaging. But one of the biggest 

concerns in doing Internet B2B messaging is 
security. Internet is a public network and 
messages can be stolen or modified during 
transmission. XML by itself does not provide any 
security features.  

Another security issue arises when XML 
documents refer to resources such as DTDs stored 
on external systems that are not adequately 
secured. A hacker attack on these systems that 
makes a small change to these external resources 
can cause havoc to XML processing. The easiest 
solution is to copy necessary resources to local 
secure systems. But this reduces flexibility, 
especially if the resources are being shared [9]. 
Securing XML is now a prime concern of 
organizations. XML is exposed to different threats. 
To implement security techniques successfully, 
message sender and receiver should have first 
hand knowledge of the loop holes through which 
XML files can be changed, altered or damaged.    

XML rely on a human-readable text-based 
encoding standard that is not only inherently less 
secure than byte-encoded formats but also more 
onerous to process. Consequently, XML security 
mandates the use of technologies that can parse, 
filter and transform XML elements to afford 
application of security polices down to the 
element level of an XML document [10]. 

Protecting the XML message being sent 
usually means applying cryptographic techniques 
of various kinds in order to obscure the data so 
that an unauthorized interception of a message 

 
Figure 1. Model for Information Hiding 
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does not reveal its real content. XML encryption 
is a specification from the W3C that describes 
how certain portions of an XML document can be 
encrypted as well as how any data can be 
encrypted and presented in XML format [11]. 

 
4.1 Overcoming Security Problems by 

Steganography 
 

To make the XML files secure and less 
exposed to vulnerabilities, steganographic 
technique comes in picture. This procedure 
reduces the risk of security holes of 
unknown/undocumented fields that might 
otherwise compromise the resources. Using 
steganographic techniques, the sender and 
receiver do not have to worry about any secret 
key and transmitting it from sender to receiver. At 
the same time, these techniques consume less time 
and overhead resources. 

 
5. STEGANOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES 
 

Four steganographic techniques have been 
designed which ensure varying degree of security 
for XML file and documents. In first technique, 
random characters are inserted, in between XML 
tags and their values. The second technique 
presents, the procedure through which shuffling 
of tags occurs in a predetermined sequence. In 
third technique, order of tags in saved in attributes 
before shuffling takes place. And in fourth 
technique, a sequence of characters is revered. 
Procedures for each of these techniques are as 
follows:      
 
5.1 Random Characters Technique 
 

i. Scan the whole document tag by tag. 
ii. Take the 1st tag and insert random characters 

in it. 
iii. After the 1st character of 1st tag, insert one 

random character. 
iv. After 2nd character of 1st tag, insert two 

random characters. 
v. Similarly after each nth word, nth random 

character will be inserted. 
vi. In case a full stop (.), a special character or 

wild character is encountered then start 
from step II. 

vii. Apply the same process recursively to all 
tags in XML document. 

viii. At the receiver side, this technique is 
revered and characters are eliminated. 
After 1st character of 1st tag, one random 
character is eliminated and after 2nd 

character of 1st tag, 2 random characters are 
eliminated, thus reversing the process, 
gives the original XML document back.  

 
In this technique, each tag is scanned. Tags 

are the elements or identifiers of any XML file 
and the text contains inside the opening and 
closing tags is termed as tag values. Random 
characters are inserted inside the tags and their 
values. In this way the actual data is mixed with 
random dummy characters. For an intruder, who 
is trying to capture the information, won’t be able 
to know any confidential information is being 
transmitted. The XML file looks like another 
XML file. 

Inside the tag, after first letter, one random 
character is added and after second letter, 2 
random characters are added. In this way after 
completing the insertion of random characters in 
one tag, the same process is done on the values of 
the tags. After that, the procedure is repeated on 
the next tag until it reaches to the end of file. The 
reverse of this technique is applied at the receiver 
side so that original document is obtained.  
 
5.2  Shuffling XML Tags Technique 
 

i. Scan the whole XML file tag by tag. 
ii. Swap the 1st tag with the last(nth) tag of the 

document. 
iii. Swap the 2nd tag with second last tag (nth - 

1). 
iv. Recursively apply the procedure of 

swapping tags throughout document. 
v. Scanning the swapped document for second 

level tags, in the hierarchy of XML tags. 
Second, third level tags are like sub tags 
within tags. Apply the same method of 
exchanging tags to second level of tags and 
so on.  

vi. To obtain original document, at the receiver 
end, this process is reversed and shuffling of 
tags again taken place to restore the original 
sequence of tags.   

 
In this process, XML tags are shuffled. This 

shuffling is done in a sequence. The position of 1st 
tag along with its value, are exchanged with the 
last tag and its value. The second tag is exchanged 
with the second last tag of XML file. This process 
repeats itself until; it reaches the end of file.  

Then, again document is scanned and this 
technique is applied to second level tags or in 
other words tags inside tags. This process ensures 
that sub tags, children of one tag remains with that 
tag. 
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5.3 Attribute Specified Shuffling of Tags 
 

This technique is just like Shuffling of tags 
but in this, one thing is different and that is; the 
correct order of tags is specified in attribute value. 
The first character of attribute value determines 
that which tag comes first. The second character 
of attribute is randomly generated. The attribute is 
mentioned at the root element. This is applied 
recursively to all the sub tag elements. If two 
elements start with same character then their 
second character is taken along with the first 
character.  

To extract the original document, the 
sequence of tags is extracted from attributes. The 
random character is eliminated from the attribute 
and according to this sequence, order of tags is 
restored. 

 
5.4   Reverse Character Technique 
 

i. Scan the XML document tag by tag. 
ii. Taking the first tag, reverse the order of 

character, for example if its ‘name’, reverse 
the order of characters to ‘eman‘  

iii. Reversing can be done by taking the last 
character (nth), then take the second last 
character (nth -1), then taking (nth -2) 
character, till first character is encountered. 
In other words, characters are taken from last 
to first.  

iv. After reversing the order of tag, reverse the 
order of characters of tag element value. 

v. In case space or wild character is encountered, 
go to step II and repeat the process. 

vi.  Same process will be applied to all tag 
elements, attribute and values. 

vii. Reversing the characters, gives the original 
document. 

 
6. SIMULATION & RESULTS 
 

The steganographic techniques have been 
developed to deal with XML documents. Simple 
XML files or documents are taken as examples to 
demonstrate these techniques. The output of XML 
document after application of the technique 
indicates that XML document can be secured 

from intruders. However each of the technique 
has its merits and demerits but still the provide 
security to XML documents. 
6.1 Random Character Technique 
 

In this technique random characters are 
generated and inserted in XML tags. The original 
XML document is given as: 
<CD> 

<ITEM_ONE> 
<TITLE>Empire Burlesque</TITLE> 
<ARTIST>Bob Dylan</ARTIST> 
<COUNTRY>USA</COUNTRY> 
<COMPANY>Columbia</COMPANY
> 
<PRICE>10.90</PRICE> 
<YEAR>1985</YEAR> 

</ITEM_ONE> 
</CD> 

 
 Random character technique is applied on it. 

This technique increases the size of XML file as 
random characters are inserted. More bandwidth 
is required to send the XML file and more space 
is required to save the file. Although bandwidth 
and size of XML file are compromised but in 
return security is guaranteed. The flow chart in 
figure 3 portrays the working of this technique. 
The result of applying this procedure will be: 
 
<CKDBS> 

<IGTCLEFTWMOKLI_OGNPRESTN> 
<TFIXLTSBJLVHFJE>ESmwxpacgirtvjr
stgmyefgpkhwBOuwvrdftlujifextbyusgfteb
hqferovgtuocdenjirehgbiwntlx</> 
<AKRHYTHBJIEBOPSGFRDFTFGBEIT
>BQovsbiex DPywglhdtawertnondtp</> 
<CTOXKUASRNFBHATQMPZFRSCTH
INYOPWCTHD>URSFGANDT</> 
<CLOWHMSBUPXCFLAVKQISNDTU
QLXYFVWTOLS>CTowglkrtudvhwmzn
kspboastvjihstveunaqjdtvpsa</> 
<PARDFIGXOCSTHUELQIBS>14067.9
3089</> 
<YDETVAWKORDFTE>1094583795259
0</> 

</IGTCLEFTWMOKLI_OGNPRESTN> 
</CKDBS> 
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Figure 3. Working of Random Character Technique 

 
6.2 Shuffling of XML Tags Technique 
 

In figure 4, Part-A an XML file is 
represented. The six colored boxes show XML 
elements. These elements can be referred as tags. 

Figure 4, Part-B shows that these XML elements 
are shuffled with each other and an XML file is 
obtained. These figures above depict the shuffling 
of XML tags.  

    Transmitting 
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An original XML document is given as: 
 

<COMPANY> 
  <EMPLOYEE_INFORMATION>  

<NAME> Sara Archer </Name>  
<ADDRESS> B-121, Canon Street 
</ADDRESS> 
<PHONE_NO> 54637 </PHONE_NO> 
<E-MAIL> sara@hotmail.com  </E-
MAIL> 
<CITY> Karachi </City> 
<COUNTRY> Pakistan </COUNTRY> 

<DEPARTMENT> Sales 

</DEPARTMENT> 
<JOB> 

<JOINING_DATE> 12/2/2002 
</JOINING_DATE> 
<POST> Executive </POST> 
<SALARY> 10,000 </SALARY> 
<RANK> Top </RANK> 
<ALLOWANCES> 5000 
<ALLOWANCES> 

</JOB> 
</EMPLOYEE_INFOMATION>  

</COMPANY> 
 

  

 

Figure 4. Model for Shuffling of Tags 
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Shuffling can be done multiple times in order 
to achieve more security. This technique works 

best for large XML files. Figure 5 shows the flow 
chart that represents working of Shuffling of Tags 
Technique. The result after applying this 
technique is: 
 
<COMPANY> 

<EMPLOYEE INFORMATION>  
<JOB> 

<ALLOWANCES> 5000 
<ALLOWANCES> 
<RANK> Top </RANK> 

<SALARY> 10,000 </SALARY> 
<POST> Executive </POST> 

<JOINING_DATE>12/2/2002 
</JOINING_DATE> 

</JOB> 
<DEPARTMENT> Sales 
</DEPARTMENT> 
<COUNTRY> Pakistan </COUNTRY> 
<CITY> Karachi </City> 
<E-MAIL> sara@hotmail.com  </E-
MAIL> 
<PHONE_NO> 54637 </PHONE_NO> 

               
 

Figure 5. Working of Shuffling of Tags Technique. 
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<ADDRESS> B-121, Canon Street 
</ADDRESS> 
<NAME> Sara Archer </Name>  

</EMPLOYEE_INFOMATION>  
</COMPANY> 
 
 
6.3 Attribute Specified Shuffling of Tags 

In this technique, tags are shuffled and their 
original sequence is stored in attributes. This 
technique is efficient for large XML files. An 
original XML file is given as: 

 
<COMPANY> 

<EMPLOYEE_INFORMATION>  
<NAME> Sara Archer </Name>  
<ADDRESS> B-121, Canon Street 
</ADDRESS> 

<PHONE_NO> 54637 </PHONE_NO> 
<E-MAIL> sara@hotmail.com  </E-
MAIL> 
<CITY> Karachi </City> 
<COUNTRY> Pakistan </COUNTRY> 
<DEPARTMENT> Sales 
</DEPARTMENT> 
<JOB> 

<JOINING_DATE>12/2/2002</JOININ
G_DATE> 
<POST> Executive </POST> 
<SALARY> 10,000 </SALARY> 

 <RANK> Top </RANK> 
 <ALLOWANCES> 5000 

<ALLOWANCES> 
</JOB> 

    </EMPLOYEE_INFOMATION>  
</COMPANY> 
 

 
Figure 6 shows the flow chart for Attribute Specified Shuffling of Tags Technique. Following file 

shows the output achieved after applying this technique: 

 

Figure 6. Working of Attribute specified Shuffling of tags 
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<COMPANY> 

<EMPLOYEE_INFORMATION att1=’NQ’ 
att2 = ‘AR’ att3 = ’PS’ att4 = ‘EY’ att5 = ‘CIU’ 
att6=’COQ’ att7 = ’DG’ att8 = ‘JA’>  

<PHONE_NO> 54637 </PHONE_NO> 
<E-MAIL> sara@hotmail.com  </E-
MAIL> 
<ADDRESS> B-121, Canon Street 
</ADDRESS> 
<JOB  att1 = ‘JU’  att2 = ‘PE’  att3 = ‘SW’  
att4 = ‘RB’ att5= ’AT’>  

<SALARY> 10,000 </SALARY> 
<ALLOWANCES> 5000 
<ALLOWANCES> 
<JOINING_DATE> 12/2/2002 
</JOINING_DATE> 
<RANK> Top </RANK> 
<POST> Executive </POST> 

</JOB> 
<COUNTRY> Pakistan </COUNTRY> 
<NAME> Sara Archer </Name>  
<DEPARTMENT> Sales 
</DEPARTMENT> 
<CITY> Karachi </City> 

</EMPLOYEE_INFOMATION>  
</COMPANY> 
  
 
6.4 Reverse Character Technique 

In this technique characters are revered. An 
original XML file is as:  

 
<BANK NAME = ’S.G.H’> 

<BRANCH NAME = ‘Karachi’ > 
<CUSTOMER_INFO> 

<ACCOUNT_NO> 45632 
</ACCOUNT_NO> 
<NIC> 8356-876-92 </NIC> 
<NAME> John 
</NAME><ADDRESS> C- 34, Saint 
Street </ADDRESS> 
<CURRENT_SUM>100,000</CURR
ENT_SUM> 
<CREDIT> 12000 </CREDIT> 
<DEBIT> 5000 </DEBIT> 

</CUSTOMER_INFO> 
</BRANCH> 

</BANK> 
 

Figure 7, shows the flow chart for Reverse 
Character Technique. Results after applying this 
technique are: 

 
<KNAB EMAN = ’H.G.S’> 

 <HCNARB EMAN = ‘ihcaraK’ > 
<REMOTSUC_OFNI> 

<TNUOCCA_ON> 23654 
</TNUOCCA_ON > 
<CIN> 6538-678-29 </CIN > 
<EMAN> nhoJ </NAME> 
<SSERDDA> C-43, tniaS teertS 
</SSERDDA > 
<TNERRUC_MUS>000, 
0001</TNERRUC_MUS > 
<TIDERC> 12000 </TIDERC > 
<TIBED> 5000 </TIBED > 

</REMOTSUC_OFNI> 
</HCNARB EMAN> 

</KNAB EMAN> 
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7. TECHNIQUES COLLECTIVE 

PERFORMANCE 
 

All the four steganographic techniques 
namely, random character technique, shuffling of 
XML tags technique, attribute specified shuffling 
of XML tags technique and reverse character 
technique have been applied collectively on an 
XML file given below: 

 
<COMPANY> 
  <EMPLOYEE_INFORMATION>  
 <NAME> James Corner </NAME>  
 <ADDRESS> A-256, Sari Street 

</ADDRESS> 
 <PHONE_NO> 452318 </PHONE_NO> 
 <E-MAIL> james_cor@mitm.com  </E-

MAIL> 

 

      

 Figure 7. Working of Reverse Character technique 
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 <CITY> Karachi </CITY> 
 <COUNTRY> Pakistan </COUNTRY> 
 <DEPARTMENT> Sales 

</DEPARTMENT> 
 <JOB> 
  <JOINING_DATE> 12/2/2002 

</JOINING_DATE> 
  <POST> Executive </POST>

  
  <SALARY> 10,000$ 

</SALARY>  
  <RANK> Top </RANK> 
  <ALLOWANCES> 5000$ 

</ALLOWANCES> 
 </JOB> 
</EMPLOYEE_INFORMATION>  
</COMPANY> 
 
 These steganographic techniques have been 

applied following a specified sequence i.e. 
Random character, Shuffling XML Tags, 
Attribute Specified Shuffling of tags and then 
reverse character technique. The resultant file is 
give below: 
<CAOQWMTYJPLTHWAKRGDENPLEVBHY
QAUFNDR> 

  
<ELMOIPEFTLNJFGOWEDFYPLGHTEWE
RHBFEIDFWEMK_IONBEFTIGOEQMLRA
LIVEMTVWMFSAEDSHLVDTQAJRTCSLI
ABCGCWLWPOQWBSHYETSKNIONEGH
ALSFT att1="NEQIJ" att2="AKRES" 
att3="PISPE" att4="ELYYE" 
att5="CPITYUIJR" att6="CTOIJQCFG" 
att7="DOGIE" att8="JOASE"> 

  
 <JPOCFBWKI  att1="JQUBV" att2 
="PHEKR" att3="SLWAP" 
att4="RBBIG" att5="AFTHJ"> 

 <JLOSRIRUHNMDEWIUEKS
PNNBDKAZGZDQPGSK_DY
AWSTNCXEQLPF> 
18234/24/29045001226789 
</JLOSRIRUHNMDEWIUEKS
PNNBDKAZGZDQPGSK_DY
AWSTNCXEQLPF> 

 
 <PNOEDSPWKTBSKI> 
Eoxvhewldcnlqaumldfptetxgqpi
mbgdpliveuvsiopfexzjelxapz 
</PNOEDSPWKTBSKI>  

 
 <SQAXJLLSTACDHXRZLRB
VYWOSLRP> 
12042,030170456$ 

</SQAXJLLSTACDHXRZLRB
VYWOSLRP>  

 
 <RUAVGNSETKLPWS> 
Twoefpoki 
</RUAVGNSETKLPWS> 
<AKLOYLBHROPERTWPER
CGALCVSDENMKLRTDECO
VFCDWLKEWCFSOLUTYSV
XDKSUNATP> 
59045092105674$ 
</AKLOYLBHROPERTWPER
CGALCVSDENMKLRTDECO
VFCDWLKEWCFSOLUTYSV
XDKSUNATP> 

 </JPOCFBWKI>  
 <DGERTPWDTAHJYTRNFEWSTJWD
SAKMCDEPGQXEVAQWKDOPNDC
HWFOPLUTQEDFCGHJKM> 
Sbartlesaebgqssertgy 
</DGERTPWDTAHJYTRNFEWSTJW
DSAKMCDEPGQXEVAQWKDOPND
CHWFOPLUTQEDFCGHJKM> 
 <CGOERUASKNTFERTJNASFRHJW
ERTYVSLRDNG> 
Pdaghkkhsiechisbdferttvelchaqwmntfrnn
jecgshu 
</CGOERUASKNTFERTJNASFRHJW
ERTYVSLRDNG>  
 <CWIUHTCDWYXHNVE> 
Kqanjrvbnaswtyjcdcirhcfbgweimkredty 
</CWIUHTCDWYXHNVE> 
 <EQ-
MKAEFIVGNLMSOPL>Jyamghetgbsuj
th_Ceorfrnjh@mrirftthymvdes.cbomdme
ft  </EQ-MKAEFIVGNLMSOPL> 
 <PSHDROBHDNJTYUETGEDC_NYO
TG> 435562523343161890458453452 
</PSHDROBHDNJTYUETGEDC_NYO
TG>  
 <AFDGTDHTGRHBRDEVTERTSTGL
OPUSRWRSDEF> AY-24553687, 
Searfrjyuicfr Srtrfrfyheqsedetrgkij 
</AFDGTDHTGRHBRDEVTERTSTG
LOPUSRWRSDEF>  
 <NNAHWMTGYEFEDW> 
Jsarfmftgehjutslkigr 
Ceorfrftgnbnjeekjaefrckiedf 
</NNAHWMTGYEFEDW>   

</ELMOIPEFTLNJFGOWEDFYPLGHTEW
ERHBFEIDFWEMK_IONBEFTIGOEQMLR
ALIVEMTVWMFSAEDSHLVDTQAJRTCS
LIABCGCWLWPOQWBSHYETSKNIONE
GHALSFT> 

</CAOQWMTYJPLTHWAKRGDENPLEVBHY
QAUFNDR> 
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Applying them together increases security 

approximately four times for that file, because 
each of the technique individually provides some 
security measures. Resultantly, the algorithm 
becomes four times difficult to break the security 
of the same file. However, same sequence in 
reversal order would be required for the extraction 
of data from the file. These four techniques can be 
applied in any sequence. 

 
 

7.1. Algorithm Complexity 
 

Although adding additional characters in the 
file increases the size of the file but it will give 
more secure transmission. There is a trade off 
between complexity of the technique and security 
in the transmission of file and with this approach 
algorithm becomes complex and secure. 
 
 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
 

In the study of Distributed XML Using 
Steganography Techniques, different 
steganography techniques are applied on different 
samples of XML documents. The proposed 
techniques, as demonstrated by examples, clearly 
hide information in XML documents, in such a 
manner that concerned receiver alone can access 
the information.  

The first technique inserts the random 
character in sequence. Although it increases 
number of characters and the size of file is almost 
doubled, more   bandwidth is required but security 
is accomplished. To overcome these obstacles, 
file can be compressed through compression 
techniques. This way file size is reduced and thus 
bandwidth problem can be solved. This technique 
is efficient for the average or small files. The 
second technique of shuffling of tags is best even 
for large file and tags can be shuffled multiple 
times to achieve more security. This technique 
does not increases file size  and provides security 
The third technique throws lights on shuffling of 
tags with respective to attribute specified. The 
fourth technique reverses the order of characters. 
This is an efficient technique, for XML file 
regardless of its size.  

Combination of these techniques can be used 
in order to provide maximum security. After 
applying steganographic techniques designed for 
XML, a novice user may not be able to detect 
important information. 
 

 
8. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

These steganographic techniques for XML 
can be applied along with cryptographic 
techniques. Further work can be done to 
incorporate cryptographic techniques with 
proposed techniques for XML. Steganography, 
especially combined with cryptography, is a 
powerful tool which enables people to 
communicate without possible eavesdroppers 
even knowing there is a form of communication 
in the first place. It provides double security. An 
intruder can break the key for cryptographic or 
can find out steganographic techniques but 
breaking the combination of both can be nearly 
impossible 

This ensures benefit of both the fields and 
thus can present an XML document with highest 
security, to exchange curial information in this 
requisite era of Internet technologies. These 
steganographic techniques can also be used to 
implement watermarking. In watermarking, the 
original XML document with extra information is 
sent, in attend to authenticate the fact that 
message is indeed sent from the particular source. 

Further work can be done by designing 
steganographic techniques with XML images. 
XML is used for all transferring all kinds of data 
and images are widely used in ecommerce 
communication. Securing the images sent through 
XML by steganographic techniques can open the 
horizon of an entire different world of picture 
communications. 
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